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Semianalytical Approach to the PDF of SINR in
HPHT and LPLT Single Frequency Networks
Jordi Joan Gimenez, Ki Won Sung, and David Gomez-Barquero
Abstract—Single Frequency Networks (SFN) are widely
adopted in terrestrial broadcast networks based on High-Power
High-Tower (HPHT) deployments. The mobile broadcasting stan-
dard Evolved Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Service (eMBMS)
also enables SFN operation but with limited performance due to
short cyclic prefix (CP) duration, suitable for dense Low-Power
Low-Tower (LPLT) networks. An enhancement of the eMBMS
specification, by introducing larger CP duration, may allow for
the deployment of large area SFNs and even the combined
operation of HPHT and LPLT stations. The knowledge of the
SINR distribution over an SFN area may facilitate the selection
of transmission parameters according to the network topology.
This paper presents a semianalytical method for the calculation of
the SINR distribution in SFNs with low computational complexity
compared to Monte-Carlo simulations. The method, which builds
on previous work developed for cellular communications, is
applied to HPHT+LPLT SFNs and evaluated against different
transmission and network parameters.
Index Terms—Single Frequency Network (SFN), network
planning, low-power low-tower (LPLT), high-power high-tower
(HPHT), cyclic prefix
I. INTRODUCTION
S INGLE Frequency Networks (SFN) enable simultaneoustransmission across a set of stations using the same
frequency. When deployed over HPHT (high-power high-
tower) networks, long cyclic prefix (CP) or guard interval (GI) 
duration is required to counteract inter-symbol interference
(ISI) caused by artificial echoes f rom co-channel s tations [1]. 
The terrestrial broadcasting standards DVB-T2 (Digital Video 
Broadcasting Terrestrial 2nd Generation) [2] and ATSC 3.0 
(Advanced Television Systems Committee) [3] enable maxi-
mum CP duration of 532 µs and 703 µs with 32k FFT 8 MHz
and 6 MHz, respectively. These standards offer an ISI-free
maximum distance between stations of about 160 km and 210 
km.
eMBMS (Evolved Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Ser-
vice) [4] is specified i n 3 GPP ( 3rd G eneration Partnership 
Project) Release 13 with a shorter CP (33.3 µs, 10 km) to
fit t he m uch d ense n ature o f L PLT ( low-power low-tower) 
cellular networks. Note, however, that this specification lacks
of signaling to identify which sub-frames use the 33.3 µs CP
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so it can not be configured. eMBMS has been enhanced in
Release 14 [5] to support larger inter-site distances (ISDs) by
the introduction of a 200 µs CP (up to 60 km), which could
allow for SFN operation with combined HPHT and LPLT
infrastructure.
The interest in such mixed deployments has recently led to
several studies. The authors in [6] investigate the performance
of eMBMS in SFNs as a function of the cell radius and the
CP length. Reference [7] presents a comparison between the
coverage and cost for HPHT, LPLT, and mixed HPHT+LPLT
deployments. Studies in [8] have studied the achievable spec-
tral efficiency for DTT provision using cellular networks.
The SINR (Signal-to-Interference plus Noise Ratio) distri-
bution and, in particular, its CDF (Cumulative Distribution
Function) are interesting to characterize a service area. The
shape of the CDF (and in particular the slope at tail per-
centages) provides knowledge of the required SINR to reach
a certain coverage percentage. The implications of particular
network characteristics (e.g. inter-site distance) or transmission
parameters (e.g. CP duration) can be observed in the SINR
distribution over an SFN as well as the effects of the so-called
SFN gain.
The calculation of the SINR distribution over large SFN
areas involves a high time-consuming process based on ex-
tensive Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations to achieve accurate
results. This motivates us to investigate a low-complexity
analytic method. As for heterogeneous cellular networks which
resemble the mixed HPHT and LPLT deployment, analytic
methods for SINR distribution have been developed by em-
ploying stochastic geometry [9]–[11]. However, these works
assume random positions of base stations under Rayleigh
fading environment. Thus, the results cannot be applied to the
network planning of large-scale SFN where the locations of
transmit towers are carefully chosen and the radio propagation
is heavily influenced by shadow fading.
The main contribution of this paper is to develop and apply
a semianalytical method for estimating the SINR distribution
in SFN areas using mixed HPHT+LPLT stations. The method
builds on [12] where the downlink SINR distribution of
homogeneous femto-cell deployment is approximated. With
the method, we evaluated the SINR distribution of mixed
HPHT+LPLT deployments against key planning parameters
such as the CP duration and ISD. The methodology may serve
as a coarse approximation to the selection of proper parameters
in real networks as well as a way of understanding their effects
over SFN areas.
The paper is organized around the following sections:
Section II presents the derivation of the PDF of the SINR
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for SFN networks. Section III presents the methodology and
simulation setup for HPTH and LPLT deployments. Section IV
covers the validation of the methods by comparison to MC
simulations. Section V analyses the effect of the SFN config-
uration in HPHT and LPLT networks under a realistic scenario.
Conclusions are presented in Section VI.
II. DERIVATION OF THE PDF OF THE SINR IN SFN
NETWORKS
The process for deriving the PDF of the SINR in a service
area has been divided into four steps. The general expressions
of received power and thermal noise are obtained first. Second,
the SINR for Multiple Frequency Network (MFN) and SFN
are calculated as a function of the receiver position. Third,
the statistics of the SINR are determined and, finally, the
expression of the PDF of the SINR in a given service area
is derived.
A. Received Signal and Noise
The received power Pr (W) from a given transmitter can
be expressed as a log-normally distributed random variable
















where f is the frequency in Hz, c is the speed of light in m/s,
Gr is the receiving antenna gain and LT includes other loss
factors such as feeder loss, height loss (for portable reception)
or building penetration loss (for indoor reception), where
applicable. β = ln(10)/10, where ln() denotes the natural
logarithm. Note that Er depends on the ERP (Equivalent
Radiated Power) and path loss, which is described by a proper
propagation model. Xl is a RV that models the location-
dependent shadow fading which is generally assumed to be
log-normal distributed (Gaussian in dB) with zero mean and
standard deviation σXl [13].





















and σ2Pr = β
2σ2XPr .
Noise power, N , can be considered as a constant value
which power depends on the Boltzmann constant k, the
ambient temperature in Kelvin T , the system bandwidth W
and the noise figure of the receiver F . An auxiliary Gaussian
RV Xn with zero mean and zero variance is introduced so that
N can be treated as well as a log-normal RV as:
N = exp(ln(kTBF ) +Xn) (3)
B. SINR in Multiple and Single Frequency Networks
In an MFN, signals are broadcast from station in an asyn-
chronous manner so that neighboring transmitters must use
a different frequency in order to keep interference low. At a
certain location, signal from the desired transmitter as well as
signals from the co-channel transmitters, which are treated as
interference, are received. The SINR experienced at a given





where Prj denotes the received power from transmitter j,
Qϕj is the receiver antenna pattern attenuation relative to
the pointing direction between transmitter and receiver. M
is the total number of transmitters in the MFN where M -
1 create interference. The denominator yields to the sum of
the interference powers and background noise power, which
corresponds to the sum of M log-normal RVs.
In SFNs, a cluster of transmitters use the same frequency
to transmit the same signal in a synchronous manner. Thanks
to the properties of the OFDM, receivers can constructively
combine part of the signals coming from different transmitters,
at different distances and delays. This behaviour is modeled
by equation (5), according to [14].
w(∆t) =





Tg < ∆t < Tp
0 ∆t > Tp
(5)
As the delay between contributions (∆t) increases beyond
CP duration (Tg) SFN self-interference appears. The construc-
tive contribution decreases with a quadratic law until a certain
delay is reached (Tp). Beyond this delay the contribution
is fully destructive. Tp is the equalization interval. In the
case of pilot-aided channel estimation, this corresponds to the
interval in which channel estimation is correctly performed.
In practice, receivers can resolve delays up to the equalization
interval, which is a fraction of the Nyquist limit TNy (i.e. 57/64
according to [14]). TNy is defined as the maximum delay
spread between two contributions so that channel estimation
can be performed. When combined time and frequency inter-
polation (2D interpolation) can be performed, the Nyquist limit
is given as TNy = Tu/Dx, where Tu = 1/∆f is the useful
symbol duration (which depends on the sub-carrier spacing
∆f ) and Dx is the spacing between sub-carriers carrying a
pilot in the frequency direction.
According to w(∆t), the SINR at a given receiver location






As for the MFN, numerator and denominator in (6) also
define the summation of log-normal RVs. However, for the
SFN, part of power (Prj ) is present at both parts of the
fraction, which are not fully independent. The influence of
the correlation in the SINR distribution was studied in [1] and
is discussed in Section IV-A.
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C. Approximating the sum of log-normal distributions
The calculation of the PDF of the SINR in MFNs and
SFNs involves the summation of log-normal RVs whose exact
closed-form expression is still unknown. Most approximations
in the literature assume that the distribution of the sum-
mation of log-normal distributions is also log-normal [15].
The Fenton-Wilkinson (FW) method [16] provides a closed-
form for the calculation that matches the first two moments
of the power sum of log-normal distributions to the first
two moments of another log-normal distribution (µV and
σ2V ). The Schwartz and Yeh method [17] uses a polynomial
approximation to determine the parameters of the resultant
distribution. Safak [18] and Beaulieu-Xie [19] use analytical
expressions. Other more elaborated methods such as [20]
specify a compound distribution.
In this paper, the FW is chosen due to its good balance
between computation complexity and accuracy. However, the
methodology applies to other methods. FW is found to be
accurate in the tail portion of the PDF which is useful for
coverage estimation. Furthermore, FW has been adapted to
terrestrial broadcasting SFNs, known as the k-LNM (log-
normal method). k-LNM is an extension of the FW method
that introduces a correction factor k applied to the variance to
improve the accuracy specially for high probability percent-
ages [15].
The mean (µΨ) and variance (σ2Ψ) of the resultant log-
normal distribution with the k-LNM method are given by (7)
and (8) in which k = 1 leads to the FW method. Notice the
mutual dependence between the mean value and variance.
σ2Ψ = ln





















D. PDF of SINR in MFNs and SFNs
Assuming that (4) and (6) define a ratio between indepen-
dent log-normal distributions, the SINR (γ) can be regarded
as a log-normal distribution. If the receiver location ρ (defined
in polar coordinates ry , θy) is uniformly distributed over the
circular service area of radius R, the joint PDF of the SINR
and the receiver location can be expressed as:













The marginal PDF can be calculated by the integration of (9)
over the coordinate axis ry and θy , in the intervals 0 ≤ ry ≤ R


















Equation (10) presents the generic form of the marginal
PDF. Note that µγy and σ
2
γy are function of the receiver
location (ry , θy) and can be particularized for γMFN or γSFN
as follows.







In this case µΨΣM and σ
2
ΨΣM
refer to the summation of
M -1 interfering signals plus noise, which result in a clear
dependence on the receiver position since each interfering
contribution is characterized by location-dependent path loss
and receiver antenna pattern attenuation.







, where Σw refers to the summation of log-normal RVs
of the constructive contributions in the SFN whereas Σ1−w
to the summation of the interfering contributions and noise;
corresponding to the numerator and denominator of (6). Again,
each signal contributes with a field strength that depends on
path loss and the angular discrimination of the antenna pattern
according to receiver position.
The PDF can be obtained by means of numerical integration
methods.
III. METHODOLOGY AND SIMULATION SETUP
The PDF given in (10) is numerically calculated under
certain network characteristics and compared with the result
provided by an MC simulation. The result will provide infor-
mation about the accuracy of the methodology introduced in
Section II.
The networks to be studied are modeled by means of a
hexagonal-cell lattice. HPHT and LPLT cells define circles
of radius RHP and RLP , respectively. Assumed inter-site
distances are ISDHP = 60 km and ISDLP = 5, 10 and
20 km with an station located at the center of each cell. The
cell of interest (CoI) is the central cell of the network around
which the neighboring cells are deployed by adding tiers.
Three different types of network deployments are con-
sidered (see Figure 1): pure HPHT, pure LPLT and mixed
HPHT+LPLT. HPHT networks are deployed under MFN and
SFN configurations whereas LPLT networks are only consid-
ered under SFN conditions:
• The HPHT MFN is a reference case for current DTT
deployments not using SFNs. A certain frequency reuse
(N = 1, 3, and 4) pattern is chosen for comparison.
According to N , the co-channel cells are located at a
certain reuse distance to the CoI.
• The HPHT SFN is a large area SFN in which all trans-
mitters in the network transmit the same signal using the
same frequency. The CoI is at the center of the SFN. The
CP duration defines the distance beyond which signals are
destructive.
• The LPLT SFN consist of a cluster of LPLT stations
within the area of a HPHT cell (CoI) that constitute an
SFN. The same frequency reuse of the HPHT MFN case
is applied for comparison.
• The HPHT+LPLT SFN consists of the previous network,
but the HPHT station in the center of the CoI is also
active. Both LPLTs and the HPHT create an SFN.
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HPHT MFN









Fig. 1. Ideal hexagonal network deployments constituting a HPHT MFN
with frequency reuse N = 4 (top left), a HPHT SFN (top right), a LPLT
SFN covering one HPHT cell (bottom left) and mixed HPHT+LPLT covering
one HPHT cell (bottom right).
The characteristics of the network elements as well as rel-
evant considerations for the simulation setup are described in
Table I. These parameters are in line with those recommended
by EBU [21] for the simulation of theoretical HPHT and LPLT
networks.
The antenna pattern of all transmitter stations is omni-
directional and the antenna height is set to 250 m for HPHT
and 30 m for LPLT.
Regarding propagation, the ITU-R P.1546 [22] is generally
used in terrestrial broadcasting to calculate the available field
strength at the receiver. The calculation method is based on
interpolation/extrapolation from field-strength curves which
are empirically derived from measurements. The curves are
given as function of distance, frequency (650 MHz), effective
antenna height, and time availability (P.1546 recommends
taking the field strength exceeded in 50% time for wanted
and 1% for unwanted signals).
Roof-top fixed reception (10 m high) and its correspond-
ing receiver antenna characteristics are considered (11 dBD
antenna gain and discrimination according to ITU-R BT.419
[23]). Receiver antenna points toward the center of the
strongest cell in the network. The synchronization strategy for
the FFT windows is ”strongest signal” as described in [24].
For the SFN cases, CP duration of 33 µs, 100 µs, 200 µs and
400 µs are studied.
TABLE I




Reception Type Fixed rooftop at 10 m
Propagation Model ITU-R P.1546-5 (Land)
Signal time probability 50% Wanted / 1% Interfering
Shadow fading std dev. 5.5 dB (100 m x 100 m)
Transmit power 10 kW ERP 40 W
Transmit antenna pattern Omni-directional
Transmit antenna height 250 m 30 m
Inter-site distance (ISD) 60 km 5 to 20 km
SFN synchronization strategy Strongest signal
Rx antenna model ITU-R BT.419-3
Rx antenna gain 11 dBD
Feeder loss 4 dB
Equivalent noise bandwidth 10 MHz
Receiver noise figure 6 dB
CP duration 33.3, 100, 200 and 400 µs
Equalization Interval 57/64 of TNy
Separation pilot-bearing carriers (Dx) 2
IV. VALIDATION IN HPHT AND LPLT NETWORKS
This section discusses the application of the proposed
methodology to SFNs and HPHT and LPLT deployments.
First, the probability distribution and the potential cross-
correlation of the random variables in the SINR numerator and
denominator in SFNs are discussed. Next, the accuracy of two
well-known methods for the summation of log-normal RVs
will be assessed for HPHT and LPLT network deployments by
comparison of the numerical calculations to MC simulations.
A. Log-normal components in an SFN
The equations of the SINR distribution derived in Section III
assume that all involved RVs are log-normal distributed. In
general, received power varies faster with location-dependent
shadow fading than with distance. Coverage probability in
terrestrial broadcasting is estimated assuming that received
power is modelled as a log-normal random distribution within
area elements ranging hundreds of meters (e.g 100 m x 100
m) [13]. However, in SFNs, the variation of the terms w(∆t)
and [1−w(∆t)] needs to be investigated as well as the potential
cross-correlation between SINR numerator and denominator
elements in the delay interval in which part of a contribution
is constructive and destructive [1].
An MC simulation is conducted in order to calculate the
standard deviation of w(∆t) and [1 − w(∆t)] within an area
element of 100 m x 100 m which center is moved along
the linear distance between two transmitters. With this, it is
possible to know how w(∆t) affects the statistics of the SINR
distribution in the critical region when part of the contribution
is constructive and destructive. The variation of w(∆t) within
an area element mainly depends on the selected transmitter
mode, which defines Tg , Tu and Dx. Table II shows a selection
of sample parameters achieving CP duration of 33, 100, 200
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TABLE II
TRANSMISSION PARAMETERS FOR THE W(∆t) DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS
Tg (µs) Tu (µs) TNy (µs) Tp (µs) dg (km) dp (km)
33 133.33 66.66 60 9.9 18
100 400 200 180 30 60
200 800 400 360 60 120
400 1600 800 720 120 240



































Fig. 2. Standard deviation of w(∆t) and [1 − w(∆t)] for different CP
duration (Tg = 33 µs, 100 µs, 200 µs and 400 µs) within a region of 100
m x 100 m between two stations. Network parameters Tu, TNy and Tp are
selected according to Table II.
and 400 µs. The useful symbol duration as well as the Nyquist
limit are accordingly extended. The relative distance between
the transmitters can be directly related to the relative delay
between the incoming signals by the speed of light c.
The results of the analysis, see Figure 2, show that at the left
edge where the relative delay approaches Tg the standard devi-
ation is high whereas for other delays the standard deviation is
below 0.1 dB, which is lower than the typical 5.5 dB standard
deviation of shadow fading. For the four CP duration values
studied, the distance in which standard deviation is above 0.1
is around 2 km beyond dg . Thus, the portion in which standard
deviation remains low increases with CP duration. For larger
area elements (e.g. 500 m x 500 m), the variability is higher in
the critical region and the low standard deviation condition is
not accomplished for a larger distance. For the upper bound,
Tp, the standard deviation of the weighting function remains
low what means that even with less dense pilot patterns the
results will not be affected. The calculation of the correlation
coefficient between the wanted and interfering components of
the same signal show that both are fully correlated over the
area element.
Assuming that the signal components are independent
and that the only correlation exists due to the SFN self-
interference, the conventional estimate gives good accuracy. In
the rest of the paper, it is assumed that w(∆t) and [1−w(∆t)]
are constant within the area element so that all components in
(6) can be treated as log-normally distributed.
TABLE III
KULLBACK-LEIBLER DISTANCE BETWEEN THE MONTE-CARLO
SIMULATION AND THE APPROXIMATION METHODS (X10−3)
k-LNM5 k-LNM7 k-LNM9 FW
HPHT Network Scenarios
MFN N = 1 0.9 0.3 1.4 2.5
MFN N = 3 1.2 0.3 0.3 0.7
MFN N = 4 1.3 0.3 0.4 0.5
SFN Tg = 33 µs 17.7 2.2 13.0 24.7
SFN Tg = 100 µs 15.7 1.7 14.5 27.6
SFN Tg = 200 µs 14.5 2.4 18.7 33.9
SFN Tg = 400 µs 12.4 4.6 27.3 48.5
LPLT Network Scenarios
SFN Tg = 33 µs 20.8 12.3 48.2 78.5
SFN Tg = 100 µs 14.7 24.5 98.5 166.8
SFN Tg = 200 µs 22.8 27.1 119.9 190.9
SFN Tg = 400 µs 12.0 27.9 113.9 191.8
B. Semianalytical Distributions with HPHT and LPLT
The cummulative distribution functions (CDFs) of the SINR
at the receivers within the CoI in HPHT and LPLT networks is
computed using the k-LNM method with k = 0.5 (k-LNM5),
0.7 (k-LNM7) and 0.9 (k-LNM9), as well as k = 1 (FW). Cor-
responding MC simulations are computed for comparison. The
regions of the curves linked to the coverage definition of the
95% SINR availability are zoomed. The comparison between
the PDFs obtained by the different methods is performed
by calculating the Kullback-Leibler Distance (KLD), which
measures the divergence between PDFs, as defined in [25].
The complete set of results are collected in Table III.
1) High-Power High-Tower MFNs and SFNs: Figure 3
depicts the CDFs of the SINR in the CoI for an MFN HPHT
network with frequency reuse (N = 4). It can be seen that, the
different methods provide similar results regarding the shape
of the CDFs with differences below 0.1 dB among them. All
methods deviate from the MC simulation in around 0.2 dB.
According to the KLD, k-LNM7 method is the closest to the
MC simulation (see Table III). For the low probability region,
the best approach is given by the FW method, although the
differences among them are not critical.
Results have been also obtained for other frequency reuses
(N = 1, 3, and 4) showing a similar trend and accuracy for
the different methods, as can be seen in Table III.
The same procedure is followed for HPHT SFNs with
different CP duration. An example is shown in Figure 4 for
a selected CP duration Tg = 100 µs. For the region above
50% probability the CDFs computed by different methods
present a similar shape but large differences appear in the
low probability region with differences up to 4 dB for the
the 5% value. The method that seems to best describe the
probability distribution for such region is the kLNM-7, as it
was previously obtained in the MFN case. Increasing k yields
to a pessimistic SINR distribution whereas the contrary occurs
when decreasing this parameter. A similar trend is found for
other CP duration although the divergence distance increases
for duration below and above 100 µs (see Table III). In the
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Fig. 3. CDFs for a HPHT MFN with frequency reuse N = 4 approximated
by means of the k-LNM (k = 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9) and the FW summation
methods. The result of an MC simulation is also depicted.






























Fig. 4. CDFs for a large (self-interference limited) HPHT SFN approximated
by means of the k-LNM (k = 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9) and the FW summation
methods. The result of a Monte-Carlo simulation is also depicted.
low probability region, the kLNM-7 method provides the most
accurate result compared to the MC simulation.
According to the results obtained, the k-LNM method with
k = 7 is the most accurate for the calculation of MFNs
and SFNs in HPHT networks. Compared to the MFN, the
SFN calculation is less accurate than the application of the
summation methods in the MFN cases.
2) Low-Power Low-Tower SFNs: For LPLT SFN deploy-
ments, Figure 5 shows the comparison between methods for a
Tg = 33 µs and an ISDLP of 5 km. The CDFs present large
differences in the low probability region. For this region, the k-
LNM7 approach is close up to 1 dB to the MC simulation. The
k-LNM5 is the closest for even higher coverage percentages,
although optimistic. According to the results in Table III for
larger CP duration and the same ISDLP , the best approach
is provided by the k-LNM5 method, although the differences
to k-LNM7 are not large, being the later pessimistic for the





























Fig. 5. CDFs for a LPLP SFN covering one HPHT cell approximated by
means of different log-normal summation methods and as a result of a Monte-
Carlo simulation.
low probability region.
Compared to the methods for SFN HPHT deployments, it
can be seen that, in general, all of them are less accurate
than for the HPHT networks. However, they can provide an
acceptable approach for a fast evaluation of the SINR over
HPHT and LPLT cells.
3) Effects of the sum of distributions: The aggregation of
signal contributions and its effect on the mean and standard
deviation are the key points to understand the shape of the CDF
curves. The aggregation of multiple log-normal contributions
results in a log-normal distribution with decreased standard
deviation and increased mean value.
In an MFN, the aggregation in the denominator of (4),
results in a distribution with lower standard deviation than that
of the individual contributions. The resultant SINR distribution
is characterized by a larger standard deviation than that of
the wanted signal. Thus, the CDF of the MFN is expected
to present a low slope. In the case of an SFN, depending
on the CP duration, the slope is different since adding more
contributions in the numerator (for large CP duration) or
denominator (short CP duration) of (6) will result in a lower
standard deviation of the SINR. The overall effect results in
the so-called SFN gain. An important factor on the value of the
resultant standard deviation is the mean value of the individual
contributions. The aggregation of signals with similar mean
value provide a lower standard deviation than the aggregation
of signals presenting more imbalances. On the other hand, the
mean value of the resultant aggregation will be conditioned
by the highest mean value within the contributions.
V. SFN NETWORK PLANNING IN HPHT AND LPLT
NETWORKS
This section delves into the characterization of the SINR
distribution as a function of the network topology and the
configuration of the transmission system. The study is centered
on evaluating the shape of the PDF (and CDF) of the SINR
distribution in traditional HPHT service areas and deployments
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TABLE IV
SINR (DB) IN HPHT MFNS AND SFNS AT DIFFERENT PERCENTILES
10th 5th 1st
Multiple Frequency Network
MFN N = 1 5.6 2.2 -3.8
MFN N = 3 22.4 19.5 14.3
MFN N = 4 26.6 23.7 18.5
Single Frequency Network
SFN Tg = 33µs 14.33 11.9 7.5
SFN Tg = 100µs 20.8 18.4 14.1
SFN Tg = 200µs 28.3 25.6 20.8
SFN Tg = 400µs 39.4 36.7 31.8
using LPLT infrastructure exploiting the SFN concept. The
critical parameters that are involved in the characteristics of
the SFN involve the ISDLP and the CP duration. In addition,
scenarios in which both kinds of infrastructures are combined
are also studied.
A. Comparison between HPHT MFNs vs HPHT SFNs
This first set of results presents a comparison between the
available SNR in MFNs and SFNs using HPHT topologies.
Three different frequency reuse patterns are selected for the
MFN (N = 1,3,4) whereas for the SFN an ideal large area
SFN is designed. For the latter case different CP duration (Tg
= 33 µs, 100 µs, 200 µs and 400 µs) are computed. The results
are computed for the 10th, 5th and 1st percentiles. Table IV
collects the SINR values achieved in the MFN and SFN cases.
According to the results, decreasing frequency reuse N
involves, as expected, a decrease in the available SINR, which
is particularly dramatic for N = 1 since in this case all sites
except the wanted are interfering. The differences between the
10th to 5th and 5th to 1st percentiles show a higher slope for
the N = 1 (3.4 dB and 6 dB differences, respectively) than for
N = 3 and 4 (2.9 dB and 5.2 dB differences, in both cases).
The SFN results outperform MFN N = 1 results even for the
shortest 33 µs CP duration in which the amount of SFN self-
interference is lower than the interference in the MFN case.
Increasing CP duration to Tg = 100 µs and Tg = 200 µs provide
SINR values similar as those achieved in the MFN N = 3 and
4, respectively.
Figure 6 depicts the CDFs of different network configura-
tions. It can be seen that the distribution for the SFN with Tg
= 200 µs and the MFN with N = 4 are similar except for the
lower tails, in which the SFN outperforms the MFN thanks
to the so-called SFN gain. The SFN gain is translated into a
decrease in the standard deviation of the SINR distribution in
the CoI. According to the values in Table IV, it can be seen that
the slope of the CDF is more abrupt for low CP duration than
for increasing duration. The highest slope is found between Tg
= 33 µs and Tg = 100 µs what suggests that a large number of
stations are included as useful contributions when increasing
the CP duration, being the network in the first case highly self-
interference limited. In general, a given coverage percentage
is reached faster with an SFN than with an MFN.



























Fig. 6. Comparison between the CDFs of different networks configurations:
MFN HPHT and SFN HPHT, LPLT and mixed HPHT+LPLT. The SFN curves
are configured with CP duration Tg = 200 µs. SFNs involving LPLT sites are
computed for ISD 5 km and 10 km.
B. Comparison between LPLT SFNs
The behavior of the SINR distributions are studied for SFNs
built up with LPLT sites.
Figure 7 shows the available SINR values in an SFN LPLT
deployment (solid lines) for different ISD values (ISD = 3, 5,
10 and 20 km). A CP duration of 200 µs is selected so that the
network is not strongly self-interference limited. The results
show that SFN LPLT deployments with low ISD outperform
the coverage of a HPHT SFN with the largest CP duration.
Regarding the slope of the CDF shown in Figure 6 (and the
differences between the 10th, 5th and 1st percentiles) it can be
seen that it is more abrupt for short ISD, decreasing for larger
ISDs. Thus, a given coverage percentage is faster reached with
short ISD. The LPLT SFN with ISDLP = 10 km provides
the closest result to the HPHT MFN network with N = 4.
For sparse networks (e.g. ISD = 20 km), the SINR values
decrease, even below the SINR values achieved by the HPHT
SFN with Tg = 100 µs.
C. Mixed LPLT+HPHT networks
One step further consist of considering a mixed HPHT
and LPLT network in which both network infrastructures can
be used by covering one HPHT MFN cell with an SFN
deployment of LPLT sites.
Figure 7 also depicts the results for a combined HPHT and
LPLT network using a CP duration of 200 µs. As in the only
LPLT case, the highest SINR values are achieved by short
ISDs (5 km or 10 km) even outperforming the LPLT result
thanks to the contribution of the HPHT network. However, in
these cases, the gain is not substantial.
On the other hand, for sparse LPLT deployments (e.g. 10 km
and 20 km) the improvement is significant since the underlying
HPHT network already covers a high number of locations
which are not covered by a sparse deployment. The effort
in SINR for increasing the coverage from the 10th to the 1st
SENT TO IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON VEHICULAR TECHNOLOGY 8
























Fig. 7. Comparison between available SINR in LPLT (solid line) and mixed
HPHT+LPLT (dashed line) SFNs for CP duration Tg = 200 µs. SINR values
at 10th, 5th and 1st coverage percentiles are shown.
percentile is higher than with only LPLT, see Figure 6, due
to the already large SINR values achieved by the HPHT site.
Moreover, Figure 7 also shows that the differences in available
SINR for ISD larger than 5 km are in the order of 1 or 2 dB.
This suggests that when using a HPHT station in combination
with a LPLT network not all stations need necessarily to be
active to achieve high SINR values.
D. Case Study: CP duration evaluation under a realistic
scenario
A hexagonal lattice has been used to validate the described
methodology. A more realistic scenario is used in this exercise
for comparison with the calculations provided by a profes-
sional planning tool 1. The practical scenario consist of a real
DTT station (Olympiaturm) located in Munich, Germany. A
series of LPLT sites have been deployed around the service
area of the DTT station, covering populated areas far from
this station. The scenario under evaluation results in an het-
erogeneous deployment with non-uniform ISD and site height.
The SINR offered by the HPHT station will be evaluated
in isolation and for outdoor portable reception conditions.
The network defined by the LPLT sites is connected to the
main station, by means of SFN, to calculate the potential
improvement in available SINR and, thus, outdoor portable
coverage. The network layout is depicted in Figures 8 and
9, see the black triangles representing sites being the one at
the center the HPHT station. Relevant network parameters
and reception conditions are those listed in Table I except
the following changes: frequency (594 MHz), ERP HPHT
(40 kW), ERP LPLT (1 kW), HPHT antenna height (258
m). Portable outdoor reception is modeled with an omni-
directional receiving antenna with 0 dBi gain, 16.38 dB height
loss. Note that feeder loss is set to 0 dB.
1The planning tool used for this exercise is FRANSY, a frequency-analysis
software tool for planning terrestrial broadcast networks developed by the
Institut für Rundfunktechnik (IRT), Germany.
HP HP+LP SFN 100μs HP+LP SFN 200μs
Fig. 8. Comparison between the areas covered with SINR greater than
20 dB for the isolated HPHT, and HPHT+LPLT SFNs with 100 µs and
200 µs CP duration. Portable outdoor reception conditions. Underlying
map: c© GeoBasis-DE/BKG 2010
LP SFN 100μs LP SFN 200μs
Fig. 9. Comparison between the areas covered with SINR greater than 20 dB
for the LPLT SFNs with 100 µs and 200 µs CP duration. Portable outdoor
reception conditions. Underlying map: c© GeoBasis-DE/BKG 2010
Figures 8 and 9 show the footprints using the planning tool
for different network configuration involving HPHT, LPLT
with 100 and 200 µs CP duration, and joint HPHT+LPLT
deployments for an available SINR equal to or greater than
20 dB.
It can be seen that the covered area by the HPHT station
is limited due to the severe path loss for portable outdoor
reception in comparison with the deployments that include
LPLT sites by means of SFN. The use of SFN on the
LPLT sites with 100 µs is appropriate to cover sparse ISDs
although with an important presence of SFN self-interference.
The use of 200 µs already exceeds the area covered by the
HPHT station. The connection of the HPHT via SFN provides
increased coverage area which can even compensate for the
lack of enough CP.
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Fig. 10. Comparison of results provided by the semianalytical CDF and a
series of points extracted from the professional network planning tool at 10,
20, 30 and 40 dB, represented by markers.
A more extensive analysis is provided in Figure 10 where
the results from the semianalytical method and the values
offered by the planning tool are compared. The comparison
is performed in terms of percentage of covered area over a
service area defined by a radius of 50 km. Planning tools
generally provide results in terms of footprints, thus, it is not
possible to directly obtain the CDF. Instead, values at 10, 20,
30 and 40 dB are obtained, which are represented by markers.
The prediction is particularly accurate for the tail of the CDF
whereas discrepancies of several dBs can be found at the upper
part of the curves, which are less critical for the selection
of a proper transmission mode to maximize coverage. As
expected, the connection of HPHT+LPLT sites provide the best
performance although the use of LPLT with the appropriate CP
already outperforms HPHT coverage.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented a semianalytical method for
deriving the SINR distribution in broadcast SFN networks
combining both HPHT and LPLT sites. Instead of Monte Carlo
simulations, the proposed solution may reduce the computation
complexity especially when a large number of stations are
considered over a large area SFN.
The method is generic so that it can be applied to real
deployments combining HPHT+LPLT stations. Moreover, its
application to hexagon lattice deployments permits to obtain
a coarse estimate of the most suitable CP duration for the
broadcast system to be implemented and the influence of other
network parameters, such as ISD or transmit power, in the
available coverage and capacity.
The accuracy of the results can be improved by the selection
of other propagation methods and log-normal summation
approaches. The results show that the k-LNM method is valid
for both HPHT and LPLT networks, although a penalty in
accuracy is obtained in LPLT SFNs with respect to HPHT
SFNs and MFNs in the low tail of the curves. This could
be further improved by considering the potential correlation
between useful and interfering contributions in the SFN.
The main conclusions derived from the analysis with dif-
ferent network infrastructure are the following:
• Dense LPLT SFNs (e.g. urban deployments) outperform
the SINR of a HPHT MFN network whereas sparse LPLT
SFNs (e.g. rural deployments) cannot provide the same
coverage.
• The combination of HPHT and LPLT infrastructures is
possible as soon as a large CP duration (at least 100 µs)
is guaranteed.
• Dense enough deployments may already outperform the
coverage provided by HPHT networks. On the other hand,
for sparse LPLT networks, the introduction of a HPHT
is beneficial since it can increase the SINR beyond that
provided by an HPHT MFN as well as a LPLT-only SFN.
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